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Russian 
Demand/Aim 

Ukrainian Position Comment Status 

“Denazification” Rejection 

The term merely reflected Russian propaganda lies 
about a “genocide” against Russian speakers in Ukraine 
and a longstanding effort to portray Ukraine as a neo-
Nazi state. Putin referred to the Ukrainian government 

as a “gang of drug addicts and neo-Nazis.” Its 
implications were ominous (killing or deporting of 

Ukraine´s elite) but not spelled out. 
 

President Zelensky stated: “Saying “denazification” and 
then bombing civilians is genocide against the Ukrainian 

people" 
 

If negotiations are serious the term “denazification” will 
play no role anymore. 

 

On 9 March the Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov 
declared that Russia was not seeking to “overthrow” 

Ukraine’s government. 
 

As of 11 March, the Kremlin is signalling that Mr Putin 
is no longer bent on regime change in Kyiv. Russian 

officials have stopped mentioning it. 
 

The 14 March talks and the reported 15-points-plan 
(as reported by FT) do not include this point. 

However, on March 16, Advisor to the Head of the 
Office of the President of Ukraine, M.Podoliak,  

responsible for the negotiations, stated that the 15-
points-plan reported by FT is Russian propaganda and 

does not reflect reality. 
 

On 16 March, the representative of the Russian 
Federation at the negotiations, Vladimir Medinsky, 
commented on Russia’s demand for denazification. 

According to him, the statements about the deletion 
of this item from the agenda are not entirely true. He 

stated: “The topic of denazification and harsher 
punishment … for the glorification of Nazism, neo-
Nazism, and extremism on their basis, remains an 

important item on the agenda”.  
 

“Demilitarization” Rejection This term is better understood as a demand for 
complete surrender. It is not a serious negotiation 

The issues do not seem to be included in the 15-point-
plan and may have been dropped.  

https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/ukrayina-povinna-mati-kolektivnij-dogovir-bezpeki-zi-vsima-s-73433
https://www.interfax-russia.ru/main/tema-denacifikacii-ostaetsya-vazhnym-punktom-povestki-rossiysko-ukrainskih-peregovorov


position by Russia to ask a country which has been 
assaulted three times by Russia to demilitarize itself. 

 
On 10 March, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov 

said Russia will prepare a list of weapons that Ukraine 
should not possess (“specific types of strike weapons”). 

 

Negotiation of the future military postures of Russia 
and Ukraine are likely to feature in the negotiations. 

“Neutrality” 

President Volodymyr 
Zelensky on March 8 

suggested he was 
open to revising 

Ukraine’s 
constitutionally 

enshrined aspiration 
to join NATO. 

“Neutrality” is a broad notion — it can currently mean 
many things: At a minimum, it means for Russia that 
Ukraine cannot join NATO.  At a maximum, it would 
mean for Ukraine not entering alliances of any kind 

(closer to the Swiss model). The “Austrian” model may 
not be attractive to Ukrainian interlocutors, as it was 

based on a military defeat, though in other ways it may 
suit Ukrainian interests (especially, the self-binding 

nature of it and the fact that the first step of the 
agreement was troop withdrawal.) 

 
In the past, legally enshrined neutrality did not protect 
Ukraine. When Russia annexed Crimea and instigated 
violence in Donetsk and Luhansk in 2014, Ukraine was 

neutral. Therefore, Ukrainian interlocutors are insisting 
on more tangible guarantees. 

 
On 10 March, FM Lavrov indicated that neutrality 
should be enshrined in the Ukrainian constitution. 

Zelensky has signalled openness on this issue. 
According to the FT report Russia is offering “Sweden- 

or Austria-style neutrality”. 
 

On March 16, Mr. Podoliak rejected the talk about 
“Sweden- or Austria-style neutrality”. He stated: 

“Ukraine is now in a state of direct war with Russia. 
Therefore, the model can only be Ukrainian and only 

about legally verified security guarantees. And no 
other models or options. (…) (It means) absolute 

security guarantees. Effective, not protocol or 
«Budapest»-style ones. And this means that the 

signatories of the guarantees do not stand aside in the 
event of an attack on Ukraine, like today. But they 

take an active part on the side of Ukraine in the 
conflict and officially provide us with immediate 
supplies of the necessary amount of weapons”. 

 
On 8 March, Zelensky said in an interview with ABC 

News: “Regarding NATO, I have cooled down 
regarding this question a long time ago, after we 
understood that NATO is not prepared to accept 

Ukraine.” 
 

https://thehill.com/policy/international/596551-russia-demanding-that-ukraine-demilitarize
https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/ukrayina-povinna-mati-kolektivnij-dogovir-bezpeki-zi-vsima-s-73433
https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/ukrayina-povinna-mati-kolektivnij-dogovir-bezpeki-zi-vsima-s-73433


Crimea as part of 
the Russian 
Federation 

On 8 March, 
President Zelensky 
signalled openness 

to negotiations 
about the fate of 
people living in 

Crimea. 

Russia is unlikely to be flexible about Crimea (except if 
the war goes very badly) but will seek Ukrainian and 

international recognition of its illegal annexation. 
 

On 7 March the Kremlin’s spokesman Dmitri S. Peskov 
indicated that Ukraine must recognize Russian 

sovereignty over Crimea. 
 

On 8 March, Zelensky said in an interview with ABC 
News on Crimea as well as on Donetsk and Luhansk: “I 

think that items regarding temporarily occupied 
territories and pseudo-republics not recognized by 

anyone but Russia, we can discuss and find a 
compromise on how these territories will live on.  (…) 

We cannot recognize that Crimea is the territory of 
Russia. I think it will be difficult for Russia to recognize 

that this is the territory of Ukraine. I think we are 
smart enough to ensure that the decision on these 
two issues does not cause any revolutions within 

societies so that people are satisfied with this 
decision: both those who live in those territories and 

those who live in Ukraine." 
 

The FT quoted the Ukrainian negotiator Mykhailo 
Podolyak as saying that the issues of Ukraine and 
Donetsk/Luhansk should be "compartmentalized” 

(meaning they could be addressed through follow-up 
processes). 

 

Donetsk/Luhansk 
region as 

independent 
“people’s 
republics” 

President Zelensky 
signalled openness 

to discuss and find a 
compromise. 

In its efforts to confuse the world about the impending 
full-scale war on Ukraine, Russia recognized these 

territories as independent entities.  
 

In negotiations, the borders of these territories will be 
an issue (frontline on 23 February 2022 or official 

regional boundaries, which would make the territories 
much bigger). 

The Kremlin’s spokesman Dmitri S. Peskov indicated 
on 7 March that Ukraine must recognize the 

independence of the Russian-backed, separatist 
“people’s republics”. 

 
In the ABC News interview, Zelensky said: “What is 

important to me is how the people in those territories 
are going to live who want to be part of Ukraine. The 

https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/ukrayina-povinna-mati-kolektivnij-dogovir-bezpeki-zi-vsima-s-73433
https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/ukrayina-povinna-mati-kolektivnij-dogovir-bezpeki-zi-vsima-s-73433
https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/ukrayina-povinna-mati-kolektivnij-dogovir-bezpeki-zi-vsima-s-73433


question is more difficult than simply acknowledging 
them.”  

Other territorial 
issues  

Other territorial issues have not been mentioned but 
may emerge from the military situation. For example, if 

Russia feels sufficiently strong it may ask for a land 
corridor between Crimea and Russia.  

 
In case of a ceasefire, Russia may not withdraw its 

forces from current positions, creating new de facto 
borders. This risk will be a critical aspect of any 

negation. 

Not in discussion currently. 

Security 
guarantees 

Security guarantees 
for Ukraine. 

This question has not come up in detail yet. Ukraine 
received express security guarantees from Russia in the 

1995 Budapest Memorandum (and, of course, its 
borders were guaranteed in international law). These 
guarantees have proven to be worthless. Therefore, 
Ukraine is likely to ask for more than guarantees on 

paper. It will ask for tangible security arrangements to 
prevent a fourth Russian assault in the future. 

 
The issue of prohibiting foreign military bases in 

Ukraine is being discussed by the negotiators, according 
to the FT.  If Ukraine is interested in a foreign troop 
presence as a tangible security guarantee, this could 

become a sticking point.  
 

Other security guarantees could include demilitarized 
zones and monitoring by OSCE or the UN. 

On 8 March, the Ukrainian “Servant of the People” 
party said states such as the US, Turkey or Ukraine’s 
neighbours could act as guarantors if their concrete 

political, economic and military responsibilities in this 
capacity were formalised. 

 
However, the party continued to uphold a 

commitment to Ukraine joining NATO. “For its part, 
Russia must also legally state that it recognises 

Ukrainian statehood and guarantees that it will not 
threaten our state,” the party added. 

 
In his 8 March interview with ABC News Zelensky said: 
“In the future, Ukraine must have a collective security 

agreement with all its neighbours and with the 
participation of the world’s leading countries - the 
United States, France, Germany and Turkey, with 

which our country borders in the Black Sea. 
 

These will be guarantees not only for Ukraine. These 
will be guarantees for Russia as well, about which it is 

constantly talking. Although I don't know who it is 



protecting itself from. Because Ukraine has never 
attacked anyone, it only conducted defensive actions. 
Because it protects the last thing we have - the family 

and the land." 
 

Speaking to the US Congress on March 16, President 
Zelensky called for the creation of a new union of 

states – U-24. United for Peace. "Union of responsible 
states that have the strength and conscience to stop 

conflicts. Immediately. In 24 hours to provide all 
necessary assistance. If necessary – then weapons. If 

necessary – “sanctions. Humanitarian support. 
Political support. Money. Everything you need to keep 

the peace,” he said. 

Russian Language 
in Ukraine Open 

The language law of Ukraine has been criticized by 
Russia in the past and according to the FT, the issue is 

part of the negotiations. 
 

The Council of Europe´s Venice Commission made 
recommendations on the language law in the past. 

 

Lifting of the 
Sanctions 

Imposed on 
Russia 

 

The Russian Ministry for Foreign Affairs said that «the 
issue of lifting sanctions against Russia is being 

discussed in the Russian-Ukrainian negotiations in 
conjunction with other issues». 

 
Ukrainian diplomats deny this information: “We do not 

discuss it. This is the wish of Russians”. 

This is unlikely to figure in Russian - Ukrainian 
negotiations as sanctions have been imposed by third 

parties. 

 

 

 

 

https://hindustannewshub.com/russia-ukraine-news/zelensky-called-for-the-creation-of-the-union-of-responsible-states-u-24-united-for-peace/
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2019)032-e


Developments During April 

After the discovery of mass atrocities committed by Russian troops in the Kyiv region, the statements of both sides hardened. 

 Russian Statements Ukrainian Statements  

 

 
On April 5, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said that photos and 

video recordings with images of bodies of people in Bucha were a 
provocation, the purpose of which was “to divert attention from the 

negotiation process, to divert attention from the fact that the Ukrainian side 
already after Istanbul began to play back, tried to put forward absolutely new 

conditions.” 

 

 

On April 7, Lavrov said that Ukraine “withdrew from the proposals” that were 
discussed during the talks in Istanbul on March 29. His accusations were: (1) 
“[T]he Ukrainians clearly stated that the future security guarantees of Ukraine 
do not extend to the Crimea and Sevastopol. In yesterday’s draft, this clear 
statement is missing, instead, it proposes vague language on some “effective 
control” as of 23 February.” (2) “The document [signed on March 29] explicitly 
states that, in the context of Ukraine’s neutral, non-bloc, non-nuclear status, 
any military exercises with the participation of foreign contingents shall be 
conducted only with the consent of all guarantor States, including Russia. This 
unambiguous provision was also replaced in the draft treaty which was 

On April 4, Ukraine’s President Zelensky said it has become “very difficult to 
talk to Russia” after the bodies of killed civilians are found in the liberated 

territories. 
 

On April 5, Zelensky said that even after Butcha it is necessary to continue the 
Russian-Ukrainian negotiations. “It just needs to be done. I just don’t think I 
have any other choice.” “Everyone understands that what they have done is 

unforgivable.” “To just say, ‘Let’s not talk about anything anymore’ is the 
easiest position. And the hardest part is to say what they did, recognize them 

as enemies, acknowledge that it is Russia’s war against Ukraine, that it is 
genocide, that they should be punished for it... And despite all of it - to find 

the possibility to talk,” said Zelensky. 
 
 

On April 7, Zelensky’s Adviser Mykhailo Podolyak said that the Ukrainian side 
approaches the issues of war and peace in a systematic and responsible 
manner - “without any speculation, which is peculiar to Russians, who 

through provocative public statements try to pressure the positions of the 
other side.” “The key thing - there is the formula of security guarantees 
proposed by Ukraine. - Clear, well thought out, with a lot of guarantee 

mechanisms.”  

https://www.rbc.ru/politics/05/04/2022/624c79ea9a79477cc5487080
https://www.bbc.com/russian/news-61025548
https://www.bbc.com/russian/news-61025548
https://www.pravda.com.ua/rus/news/2022/04/7/7337862/


received yesterday. (3) “There is an idea that the issues of Crimea and Donbas 
be brought to the meeting of the Presidents of Russia and Ukraine”. “ Surely 
at the next stage the Ukrainian side will ask to withdraw troops, to pile up 
more and more new preconditions. This idea is clear, but unacceptable.” 

On April 12, Russian President Vladimir Putin said that the negotiations with 
Ukraine reached a “dead end” because he was “told the Ukrainian party 

changed something in their negotiating positions.” 

 

 

On April 13, Mariya Zakharova, the spokesperson for the Russian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, stated that Russian-Ukrainian negotiations are continuing in 
an online format. “The agenda includes the issues of neutral, non-bloc and 

non-nuclear status of Ukraine, its demilitarisation and denazification, 
restoration of the status of the Russian language, recognition of the territorial 
realities, including the Russian ownership of Crimea and the independence of 
the Donetsk People's Republic and Lugansk People's Republic. Unfortunately, 
the Ukrainian delegation, as it has been for seven years in the Contact Group 
and the “Norman format”, directs its efforts not to reach agreements, but to 

delay the negotiations,” she said. 

 

 

 

 

“There can be no fundamental changes. Legal subgroups are currently 
working on the accuracy and consistency of formulations. No more than 
that,” said Podolyak. 

 

 
On April 12, Mykhailo Podolyak said, “Negotiations are extremely difficult. 

They are continuing online in working subgroups. It is clear that the emotional 
background today in the negotiation process is difficult. It is clear that the 

Ukrainian delegation works exclusively within a framework that is pro-
Ukrainian and transparent. It is also clear that the Russian side adheres to its 

traditional tactic of publicly exerting pressure on the negotiating process, 
including through certain public statements.” 

 

 

 

On April 15, in an interview for CNN, Zelensky said: "We cannot give up our 
territory,” suggesting he isn’t willing to give up land to Russia in the Donbas 

region of Eastern Ukraine. Despite accusing Russian forces of committing 
genocide against Ukrainians, Zelensky said it is a “great tragedy” that many 

Ukrainians don’t want to conduct talks with Russia, and he still hopes to “find 
at least some dialogue with Russia, if they're capable and if we're still ready.” 
Still, Zelensky said Ukraine can fight Russia for “10 years to take what’s ours.” 

 
On April 16, Zelensky warned that “the elimination of our troops, of our men 

(in Mariupol), will put an end to any negotiations [between Ukraine and 
Russia].” “That will be an impasse as we don't negotiate neither our territories 

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/04/18/ukraine-says-powerful-russian-strikes-kill-7-in-lviv-a77391
https://mid.ru/ru/foreign_policy/news/1809211/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2022/04/12/7339097/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/04/17/politics/zelensky-russia-war-tapper-interview-cnntv/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/04/17/politics/zelensky-russia-war-tapper-interview-cnntv/index.html
https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-polytics/3459395-zelenskij-nazvav-umovi-rosii-dla-zustrici-z-putinim.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On April 18, Moscow’s Press secretary Dimitry Peskov said “I’d like to also 
remind you that, unfortunately, the Ukrainian side doesn’t show much 
consistency on the agreed points. [Their] position changes frequently.”  “The 
momentum in the negotiation process leaves much to be desired. But the 
special military operation continues. The President recently, while at the 
cosmodrome, said that it was going according to plan. At the same time, 
indeed, contacts continue at the expert level within the framework of the 
negotiation process,” he said. 

The Kremlin also stated that it does not want to make the content of 
negotiations with Ukraine “public” at this time. "We still don't want to 
publicise those aspects that are discussed during the negotiations," Peskov 
said. 

nor our people.” He added that the atrocities witnessed after the Russian 
retreat from areas near Kyiv during the previous round of face-to-face 

negotiations soured Ukrainians toward continuing peace efforts.  
He also revealed that the Russian Federation insisted on the fact that any 

meeting between the Presidents of Ukraine and Russia was only possible after 
final agreements on all points of negotiations.  

“I believe that it could be two different documents - security guarantees from 
those countries that are ready to provide them, and a separate document 
between us and Russia.” The Ukranian President noted that Russia would like 
to have one treaty that would include all issues. However, according to him, 
not all countries that could be guarantors of security see themselves at the 
table with the Russian Federation because of the massacre in the Kyiv region. 

 On April 17, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba said to CBS News, 
“Well, we didn't really have any contacts with Russian diplomats in recent 
weeks at the level of foreign ministries. The only level of contact is the 
negotiating team that consists of representatives of various institutions and 
members of Parliament. They can continue their consultations at the expert 
level, but no high-level talks are taking place. After Bucha, it was- it became 
particularly difficult to continue talking with the Russians. But as my president 
mentioned, Mariupol may be a red line.” 

On April 19, Mykhailo Podolyak told Reuters, “Russia's siege of the city of 
Mariupol has further complicated the negotiation process in the war in 
Ukraine and it is hard to say when direct talks might resume.” Podolyak said 
that he believed Russia was banking on strengthening its positions through a 
new offensive it has launched in eastern Ukraine. "Obviously, against the 
backdrop of the Mariupol tragedy, the negotiation process has become even 
more complicated," he said. 

https://www.interfax.ru/russia/835469
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5316098
https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-polytics/3459395-zelenskij-nazvav-umovi-rosii-dla-zustrici-z-putinim.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/dmytro-kuleba-transcript-face-the-nation-04-17-2022/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/negotiation-process-further-complicated-by-mariupol-siege-ukrainian-negotiator-2022-04-19/


 

 

On April 22, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said that negotiations 
with Ukraine are progressing slowly. At the same time, according to him, 
“statements from the Ukrainian side give the impression that the Kyiv 
authorities do not need negotiations with Russia and they have resigned 
themselves to their fate.” Lavrov added that Russia does not object to 
Ukraine’s choice of countries as guarantors of its security, “if these do not 
pose a threat to Russia”. 

 

 
 

On April 25, Lavrov said that the war in Ukraine will end with a treaty, but “its 
parameters will be determined by the actual situation in hostilities.” 
According to the Russian Foreign Minister, Kyiv has taken a huge step 
backwards in negotiations with Russia "on the advice of the United States and 
Britain" and has given up on the Istanbul proposals. Ukraine now simply 
"imitates the negotiation process", Lavrov added.  

 

On April 29, in an interview with the Chinese agency «Xinhua» Lavrov stated 
that the issues of “denazification”, recognition of new geopolitical realities, 
the status of the Russian language, and lifting of sanctions continue to be 
discussed in the negotiations with Ukraine. He also confirmed that the talks 
continue daily via video. 

As for security guarantees for Ukraine, Lavrov said, “one of the possible 
options is to create the institution of guarantor states, among which, first of 

 

On April 22, Head of the Ukrainian negotiating group with the Russian 
Federation David Arakhamia confirmed that the talks between Ukraine and 
Russia were held that day. This information was also previously confirmed by 
the head of the Russian delegation, Vladimir Medinsky. Moreover, Arakhamia 
clarified that the round of online negotiations lasted two days: April 21 and 
22.  

At the same time, a Ukrainian high-ranking official, speaking anonymously, 
said that Ukraine has given an ultimatum to the Russian negotiators on the 
possibility of holding a “referendum” in the Kherson region. The purpose of 
such a vote would be to “legitimize” Russian authority in the region. Holding it 
would mean the end of negotiations, according to the Ukrainian 
representative.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

On April 29,  in an interview with “Radio Liberty” Mykhailo Podolyak said 
that personal talks between Zelensky and Putin will not take place in the near 
future. At the same time, he added that “a little later, probably they will take 
place.” 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftass.ru%2Fpolitika%2F14450299%3Futm_source%3Dvk.com%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_campaign%3Dsmm_social_share%26fbclid%3DIwAR3P9Gbovx4KYBCl3A3rLnSPGHgtbis4gI1eJtNU6_Kc_vbroxdeFEGJ1zI&h=AT3Dfh-Imu-x8wooYt9kZl7YlwqG1h_xZ0yqCVViM8G1hCG5eGPGs1BtgrtorCYYjHKCfcrNFhCs1RN7iCMyOK7fupN7knnXLdwH7hnmeMjhKuo_cftkd2UiuKZ7IYjaUZgrKw
https://news.obozrevatel.com/vojna-v-ukraine/lavrov-zayavil-chto-vojna-v-ukraine-zakonchitsya-dogovorom-no-ego-detali-budet-opredelyat-tekuschaya-situatsiya.htm
https://mid.ru/ru/foreign_policy/news/1811525/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pravda.com.ua%2Fnews%2F2022%2F04%2F22%2F7341422%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2OVqkIOpmQadmfJro1IAyaO0QLf08xA_P4iPOSkREOJ7Tb53u0J9aOlUs&h=AT3Dfh-Imu-x8wooYt9kZl7YlwqG1h_xZ0yqCVViM8G1hCG5eGPGs1BtgrtorCYYjHKCfcrNFhCs1RN7iCMyOK7fupN7knnXLdwH7hnmeMjhKuo_cftkd2UiuKZ7IYjaUZgrKw
https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/podolyak-perehovory-rosiya/31825518.html


all, permanent members of the UN Security Council, including Russia and 
China.” 

Negotiations between Ukraine and Russia slowed down “due to the 
inconsistent position of Kyiv and their desire to constantly play games.” 

 

 

Podolyak also confirmed that the negotiation process between Ukraine and 
the Russian Federation slowed down, so it is also unlikely that delegations will 
meet face-to-face in the near future. 

On April 29, in an interview with Polish media Zelensky said the risks of 
ending peace negotiations with Russia are very high. The Ukrainian President 
said that no matter how many negotiators Russia sends, Putin will still make 
the final decision. That is why only direct talks between the two heads of 
State will be really effective. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN15bRQI6W8&ab_channel=%D0%9E%D1%84%D1%96%D1%81%D0%9F%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B8%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%A3%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%97%D0%BD%D0%B8
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